Contest Date: April 10, 2021
Contest Venue: Hardin County Extension Office and Pavilion
Proposal: Come and go/staggered start competition

- All current extension guidelines should be followed before, during and after the event. These can be found at: [https://extension.ca.uky.edu/coronavirus-resources](https://extension.ca.uky.edu/coronavirus-resources) (link ID required for log-in)
- Host an in-person State Skillathon Contest at the Hardin County Extension office (35,000 Sq. ft.) and livestock pavilion (20,000 sq. ft. open sided pavilion).
- Two age divisions (junior and senior). No limitations on the number of contestants that can be entered.
- Provide a staggered start for the competition to reduce the number of teams and contestants in one area at a time. This will be dependent on the number of teams that have entered but will align with the current Cooperative Extension Guidelines. At the conclusion of the entry deadline, I will coordinate a schedule in which counties are staggered throughout the day to compete in the contest. Only pre-registration will be accepted. No registration will be permitted the day of the contest. Attendance tracking will be utilized the day of the contest in compliance with Extension Guidelines.
- Contestants will be provided a scantron sheet with fresh pencils. All necessary materials for team members will be labeled in a packet and placed in an area that team leader or coach can pick up and disperse without contact amongst volunteers.
- Contestants will stay in group with other contestants from county to limit the exposure from across county lines.
- A minimum 6 feet distancing will be enforced for each workstation during the contest.
- Everyone in attendance should wear a mask at all times. Hand sanitizer will be at each workstation.
- PPE and disinfectant will be provided to volunteers. There will also be masks on hand for those who may not have one of their own.
- After each group rotation, volunteers will wipe down the station and materials handled.
- Contestants will be asked to leave immediately after the completion of the contest.
- Entry and exit areas will be properly marked to help direct flow of any potential traffic.
- No meals will be provided.
- Awards banquet will be virtual.